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Friendship and Brotherhood and the Subtle
Worlds

On the physical plane, man has
an illusion of being alone. But in the
Subtle World this illusion vanishes.
Many relationships established through-
out ages reveal themselves gradually as
the human soul penetrates into the high-
er strata of the Subtle Worlds.

Throughout ages man builds bet-
ter and better relationships with other
souls; as husband and wife, children, par-
ents, teachers, and students; as close,
dedicated friends; as business partners,
associates, and co-workers. None of these
contacts or relationships disappear. They
continue in both worlds. Sometimes they
fade away slowly. Sometimes they are
strengthened with a new supply of love,
dedication, and labor.

Thus, throughout ages, we create
a network of friends on earth and in the
Subtle Worlds.

In the Teaching, friendship is
highly recommended, especially friend-
ship based on labor and sacrificial service.
A great task done for the love of human-
ity, for the service of the Hierarchy,

builds strong ties of friendship which can
last forever.

The relationship between a
teacher and a student is also very sacred.
It lasts many ages, or forever. The bond
created in such a relationship turns into a
source of everlasting joy and inspiration.

Not all friendships endure. Some-
times a friendship is shattered because of
personality interests, blind attachments,
possessive attitudes, treason, malice, slan-
der, and destructive criticism. Every time
a relationship is broken violently, it cre-
ates heavy disturbances in the network of
relationships in earthly and subtle
spheres and brings a limiting, irritating
reaction.

Unity is considered sacred, and
life advances through unity and unifica-
tion. Disunity is against evolution, and it
is the source of retrogression, pain, and
suffering. Unity leads to improvement
and toward the path of perfection.

Scattered throughout the earth
and the Subtle Worlds, friends hold the
threads of relationships. It is so inspiring

Dear Friends: As we celebrate Torkom’s birthday and TSG’s 17th Anniversary,
we send you our heartfelt gratitude for your continued and loving support. Our labor is
lightened every day with your prayers and love and joy. We look forward to many more
years of service and co-discipleship. 

In this issue of Outreach, we print a beautiful tribute to friendship taken from
Other Worlds by Torkom Saraydarian. We hope you enjoy this wonderful excerpt.
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and so encouraging to know that though one is
alone on earth, he is related to hundreds and thou-
sands of friends scattered all over the world and
throughout the Subtle Worlds.

Loneliness is an illusion. At any given time,
we have friends who are either around us or think-
ing about us, or actively participating with our labor,
either in visible or invisible forms. Our life can bring
joy or sorrow to them; it can bring inspiration or de-
pression to them. We live in their presence.

The physical body gives us the impression
that we have a private castle in which we can hide or
isolate ourselves. This is an illusion. All our friends
in the Subtle Worlds can watch us and communicate
with us. All our friends who are in incarnation in
different parts of the world, within different nation-
alities, and in different colors and sexes are also with
us on subjective levels when we sleep and become ac-
tive on subtle planes.

Due to our ignorance and the insufficient de-
velopment of our continuity of consciousness, we do
not realize this fact, and we do not affirm our rela-
tionships. That does not imply that such relation-
ships do not exist.

One of the goals of the human being is to
build good friendships on solid foundations and in-
crease the number of such friendships. A solid
foundation is very important. It can be built be-
tween people who are dedicated to the following:

1. Improving and transmuting their con-
sciousness

2. Serving the One Humanity

3. Bringing in unity, prosperity, and health 
to Earth

4. Paving the way for the externalization of 
the Hierarchy and the reappearance 
of the Christ

5. "Sealing the door where evil dwells"

6. Bringing Beauty, Goodness, Righteous-
ness, Joy, and Freedom to humanity

7. Building a bridge between subjective and 
objective worlds

8. Revealing the Inner Glory in each human
being

9. Cleansing illusions, glamors, maya, and 
pollution in the world

Relationships built upon such foundations
last forever.

Souls related in ever-increasing joy advance
on the Path of perfection. Their relationships be-
come increasingly more conscious and sensitive, and
as they progress, they care and sacrifice more for
each other. This is how the armies of Light are
formed everywhere, in any stratum of existence. 

Such a realization takes away the illusion of
loneliness from your mind and opens the horizons
of unlimited friendship. You slowly realize that you
are not alone in your efforts, failures, successes, striv-
ing, and labor. Many visible and invisible friends
help you with their thoughts and with their aspira-
tion, striving, and active help.

Once you develop faith and trust in your in-
visible and visible friends, you live as a group, as an
army of friends who cooperate and help each other
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in all their efforts, labor, and service based on solid
foundations.

Good friends, especially in the subjective
planes, do not like to participate in activities that
lead to ugliness, crime, disunity, and embarrassment.
Actually, you lose some of your friends if you follow
the dark path. For a long time your true friends try
to help you, to pull you away from your dark path.
They try to reach you through your heart, through
your mind; and, if you do not hear them, they feel
real pain and sorrow, especially those who tried to
lead you into the right direction.

In losing a good friend you gain a dark
friend.

You have had and you still have many
"friends" who, for many reasons and throughout
many incarnations, have hated you, wished ill for
you, and created many obstacles on your path. You
also have souls who wait for the opportunity to
attack you. When a disunity is created within the
network of your good relationships, they feel ex-
tremely happy because it gives them an opportunity
to infiltrate into your network and take possession of
your friends for future disturbances and attacks. You
can lose your friends if you try to stop them or hurt
their spiritual evolution and lead them into dark-
ness, or if you do the same to yourself.

There is an artificial unity between enemies
of mankind. There are many networks of those who
follow the path of darkness and destruction. Each
member retards the evolution of the others, leading
them into deeper and greater darkness and into
greater pain. Such relationships are based on individ-
ual interests, and the threads of the network are
weakened by fear and hatred. It is very unhealthy to
be in such networks because they accumulate the
worst karma and their destruction is very painful on
earth. It is even more painful in the Subtle Worlds.

There are people who come into incarnation
with serious mental and nervous problems and be-
come burdens upon society. One must be careful not
to be caught by such a network of evil.

We are told that there are five major ways
through which humanity falls into the traps of the
enemies: malice, slander, treason, separatism, and
exploitation. Good friendships are built with very
sensitive threads. There are things that can sever
these threads and make relationships difficult or im-
possible for a long period of time. Major reasons for
cleavages between friends are

1. Criticism

2. Intruding into the personal affairs of 
others

3. Trying to possess your friend

4. Gossip

5. Unfaithfulness to your promises

6. Stealing

7. Creating cleavages between a friend and 
his friends

8. Hurting his friends

9. Not meeting your responsibilities toward 
him or his friends

10. Using his power or reputation for your 
selfish interests or goals

11. Sending negative thoughts or emotions 
to him

12. Attacking his freedom and the objects of 
his devotion and worship

There are a few rules given by the Ancients
which can be used to heal cleavages, or to avoid
them altogether. In case of any cleavages between
you and your friends:

1. Never gossip about them. Never utter an 
ugly or belittling word about them.

2. Remember that the shared and personal 
life of friends must be safeguarded 
and not betrayed.

3. Send blessings often to your friends. Do 
not carry any remorse in your heart.

4. Remember that an enemy can be the best
friend in the future. A lost friend can

Continued on page 4
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meet you again at the crossroads of 
your life in your most critical mo-
ments and extend his hand to help.

5. Remember that all cleavages are tempo-
rary and are meant to serve as les-
sons. The sooner we learn our les-
sons, the better will be the network 
of our friendships.

When you become more and more aware of
the network of your friends, you live a life based on
subjective cooperation in which there is mutual
help. Thus, every member in each network of
friendships inspires, encourages, and helps the oth-
ers throughout centuries. Often they incarnate to-
gether and carry on great works of service for hu-
manity. It is possible that they may not recognize
their past relationships or present subjective rela-
tionships. Nevertheless, they dedicate themselves to
the same goal, for the same vision. Dedication and
labor for the same vision are solid proofs of their
past relationships.

Advanced souls anxiously watch every field
of existence to see if the tapestry of friendship is
building, if the electrical lines of the networks are
forming. With each formation they pour their bless-
ings and wisdom into the souls of dedicated friends.

In the Higher Worlds, friendship eventually
turns into a brotherhood. There are many brother-
hoods in many strata of existence. They proceed to-
ward greater light, like fiery flowers.

As we have many friends in our earthly rela-
tionships who cause us troubles and bring complica-
tions into our lives, we also have invisible friends on
the astral plane and friends unknown to us on the
physical plane who cause troubles and complications
in our lives without any conscious planning or in-
tention. Fortunately, the number of such trouble-
making friends decreases as we exhaust our karma
with them. They are those whom we have hurt un-
knowingly and misused unconsciously. We are now
repaid through their actions and attitudes.
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We find such "friends" on our path on earth
and in the Subtle Worlds who, in the name of
friendship, create disturbances in our lives. It is pos-
sible to put them on the path of a right relationship
with us. Or, it may be necessary to postpone our
relationships with such "friends" for a long period of
time, until conditions are right and the growth of
our soul gives us an opportunity to build better
relationships.

Such kinds of "friends" are not as dangerous
as those who enter the network of our good friend-
ships, masquerading as friends. They are very diffi-
cult to uncover on the physical plane but easy to ex-
pose in the Subtle Worlds. The problem is due to
our lack of continuity of consciousness, and our in-
ability to use on the earthly planes the revelations re-
ceived in the subtle planes.

When we pass into the subtle planes, these
"friends" cannot reach us while they are in the phys-
ical body. But if they also pass away, they clearly see
their hypocrisy and stop acting against us as ene-
mies.

If we do not dwell on the lower astral plane,
they cannot reach us. Animosity cannot go beyond
the lower levels of the astral plane. If they also grad-
uate, they do not continue their animosities.

We attract these people though our past kar-
ma. Hatred, revenge, and exploitation produce such
undercover enemies. Harmlessness is the great virtue
which karmically prevent the approach of these peo-
ple.

The enemies of the Great Ones are the agents
of dark forces. This has nothing to do with the kar-
ma of these Great Ones. The dark forces follow the
steps of the Great Ones life after life to hurt Them
and, if possible, to damage Their work. But, fortu-
nately, all their intrigues end with the victory of the
Great Ones.
(Excerpted from Other Worlds, Chapter 6, by Torkom Saraydarian.

All Rights Reserved. Copyright The Creative Trust.)

See page 7 for a list of additional resources on
this topic.
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The TSG Annual 

Conference and Retreat

And Celebration of Wesak 2005

The 2005 Wesak Festival will be celebrated at the
TSG Annual Conference and Retreat. The dates are
April 21-24th. The event will be held at the Lutheran Re-
treat Center in Carefree, Arizona. 

Our focus will be on the topic The Reappearance
of Christ. Lectures will be presented by Gita Saraydarian
and accomplished students of the Ageless Wisdom.
Group meditation and visualization, group discussions,
as well as sacred songs and sacred dance will be part of
the program.

Preparation for Wesak:

In order to be ready for this annual event, the
members of the Hierarchy begin to make special prepa-
rations beginning six months in advance. If you wish to
prepare, mark your calendar for October 24th. Contact
us for details related to preparation.

Conference Costs: 

Contribution $300.00 per person for the conference in-
cludes the following:

• Breakfast at the Lutheran Retreat Center
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

• Lunch at the Lutheran Retreat Center on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.  

Daily Room Rates at the Lutheran Retreat Center are:

(You will be billed separately upon arrival by TSG for
your accommodations at the Lutheran Retreat Center.
Room tax will be added)

• $83.00 per day for single person in one 
room. 

• $57.00 per day per person, double occu-
pancy

• $25.00 per day for each foldout couch. 
Can sleep one or two persons per
couch. If you do not wish to have

anyone sleep on the couch in 
your suite, please tell us.

• Rooms available after 3:00 pm on Thurs-
day, April 21st. Check out time is
Monday, April 25th, 10 am.

Lecture and Discussion Topics include:

• What the Ageless Wisdom tells us about
the Reappearance of Christ

• The Teachings of Christ

• Externalization of the Hierarchy

• The Names of Christ

• The Image of Christ in the history of art

• The Coming One in the history of reli-

gion

• Sacred Dance, Sacred Songs, Meditation

and Visualization

Registration:

If you are traveling from outside the United
States, a limited number of retreat rooms are available for
the dates of April 18th - 27th. Please reserve your rooms
early and make your flight reservations accordingly.

Complete details for the accommodations and
reservations are now online on our website. 

Printed information brochures will be mailed
with the January-February 2005 issue of Outreach.

Each year, the energy of Wesak and the com-
bined energy of the Group make the event magnificent
and memorable. We hope to see you all next year and are
looking forward to meeting new friends and seeing old
friends once again.

For registration and room reservations:

Please go online write to us, or call us.

P.O. Box 7068 Cave Creek, AZ 85331, USA 

Tel: 480-502-1919 www.tsgfoundation.org

T.S.G. NEWS 
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Leaves from 

My Spiritual Journey

By Gita Saraydarian

Celebrating Torkom's Birthday 

and TSG's 17th Anniversary!
"Wayfarer, friend, let us travel together.  Night is near, wild beasts
are about, and our campfire may go out.  But if we agree to share the
night watch, we can conserve our forces.

Tomorrow our path will be long and we may become ex-
hausted.  Let us walk together.  We shall have joy and festivity.  I
shall sing for you the song your mother, wife and sister sang.  You
will relate for me your father's story about a hero and his achieve-
ments.  Let our path be one.

Be careful not to step upon a scorpion, and warn me about
any vipers.  Remember, we must arrive at a certain mountain village.

Traveler, be my friend."

(Agni Yoga Society, New Era Community, 1926 Preface)

Every year at this time I reflect on Torkom's
birthday and the TSG Anniversary. I remember how I

decided to start TSG on November 1st 1987 and had all
the paperwork done and licenses completed by Novem-

ber 30th, just after Thanksgiving. This time of the year
holds a lot of heartfelt joy for me and I am always deeply
grateful for so much that has happened in my life.

I have enjoyed tremendous fortune and I see the
depth of it more every year. When I speak with people
they tell me I am so lucky to be in this business and be
Torkom's daughter. True to my heritage, I demure and
say thank you and continue with my business. This year,
as I reflect on my good fortune, I am ready to accept, em-
brace, and yes, be in the total joy of being in a line of
work that I enjoy so much. I am grateful for my Father
to trust in me, to give me this work, to give me his treas-
ure and ask me to take care of it. I have realized that this
is not an ego trip nor is it boasting. On the contrary, it is
an affirmation of love.

How did I make this leap from politely saying
"Oh, thank you" to boldly accepting my place in the
Universe? It was the acceptance of the prosperity of the
universe, its abundance, and its love and joy. I have be-

gun to see how that love and joy permeate every single
part of my life.

The Universe wants us to succeed, to have
wealth, to have prosperity in every meaning of the term.
When I stop to think about the meaning of true prosper-
ity, I realize that it comes to me from everyone and every-
thing around me. I would like to acknowledge this pros-
perity. I have an endless list of people and events to be
thankful for. Here are just a few:

• My Father and Mother, for bringing me into this
world and sacrificing so much to give me an education
and opportunity. They put up with my fiery temper and
growing pains and guided me and four other siblings,
gently and not so gently, toward increasing maturity and
wisdom.

• My sister and three brothers and the rest of my
family, who are so talented, loving, and beautiful, and
have built a solid family foundation on which everyone
can rely.

• My husband, who is a rock I can lean on.

• My friends and co-workers, who love me and
continue to support me through thick and thin. I have
had so many friends through the years that thinking of
them puts wings on my heart.

• To each and every single one of you, who has
trusted me, believed in me, and believed in this work and
lovingly let your money, your support, and your time
flow into our work and make it possible to accomplish so
much. I could not do it without you.

• To all the TSG workers and volunteers through-
out the years who have come into and out of our life and
left indelible marks on the work.

• To all the friends and co-workers who have
served on the TSG Board of Directors. Your guidance has
been superb; your wisdom great.

• To all our customers from all around the world
who grace us with your orders and joyful expectation,
may we always serve your spiritual needs.

• To all my friends in the U.S. and around the
world, who serve and sacrifice to spread the teaching,
you are the carriers of the torch into the future.

• To all the TSU students from all over the world,
you have given me the opportunity to begin the creation
of a spiritual University, to develop the courses and the
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curriculum that will serve countless students in the com-
ing years.

• For all the healers in my life who have seen me
through crises and challenges and helped me overcome.

• My karma, for battering me against the waves
and rocks and bringing some sense into me. I once called
Torkom to complain about the "hard times" I was hav-
ing. He said, "Be happy, you are able to pay off the kar-
ma." So, yes, I am happy to be able to pay off my debts
and hope to have the wisdom not to incur such a long
spiritual "rap sheet" as someone once put it!

• My not so friendly friends, for they taught me
vigilance and taught me to forgive, bless, and learn to
pray even for their well-being and prosperity. I remember
another telephone call to Torkom, this time to complain
about some relationship pain I was having, and he
laughed and laughed. Instantly and in reaction to his
laughter, the absurdity of the situation dawned on me. I
heard him say, "So, you want to be a leader? Learn to take
these challenges and be tough and at the meantime to
have the heart of compassion." Easier said than done!
Throughout the years, I have learned the wisdom of his
words and seen how much we have to learn in respond-
ing to challenging situations and what it means to strive
toward true leadership and stewardship.

• To all my teachers, in all subjects, in all of my
life, you have given me parts of yourselves and taught me
so much. I still remember my teachers in Jordan, my first
ballet class, my High School grammar teacher, and so
many others….

• To my Solar Angel, who patiently waits for me
every day to awaken more and more. Thank you for
standing by me.

• For the Teaching of the Great Ones, the river that
flows into my life, without a beginning and without an
end, always surrounded with the most intense beauty of
recognition that greater truths await us; and it never
ends. The Teaching is like a river, flowing fierce and
strong then deep and hardly perceptible. Yet it is always
there, ready to emerge at the slightest touch. The Teach-
ing belongs to everyone, everywhere, for all time. It beck-
ons us and refreshes us. It is the river of my life.

• To my Father, who trusted me and loved me and
gifted me with the most precious gift I could ask for, the
opportunity to serve and grow.

Yes, I acknowledge the gift of love and joy from
my Father, and from even a Greater Father in Heaven,
who looks over all of us, ready to give us everything that
we need in our life.

And to you, dear reader and friend, continue to
travel with us, be our companion on the path, be part of
the Plan and Service with us, add to the treasure and
abundance of our life, and may you be blessed and
blessed with health, wealth, abundance, and happiness
and may your prayers be answered. May we all continue
to travel on the Path together, helping make dreams
come true.

And, as the year draws to a close, I wish you hap-
piness, joy, and bliss.

•Happy Birthday Torkom. Your Legacy lives
on in the hearts of all who love and serve the
Teaching.

•Happy Anniversary to TSG, the 17th year completed!
May you grow and be an outpost for service
in every land.

•Happy Thanksgiving to you all.

•A Blessed Christmas and Blessed Holy Days.

•A joyful and prosperous New Year.

And, may our Earth be peaceful and healthy and may we
all be part of making it so.

Cave Creek, Arizona, 2004

Additional Resources from Torkom Saraydarian: 

-Other Worlds: (Book: hard cover $38.00; softcover
$27.00)

-Ageless Wisdom: (Book: $16.00)

-Psychology of Cooperation and Group Consciousness:
(Book: $12.00)

-The Flame of the Heart: (Book: $12.95)

Lectures on the topic of friendship: ($8.00 cassette;
$10.00 CD. Complete list avaiable online or by mail)

-Friends: How to increase our Earthly and Subjective
friends: 4/18/84

-Friendship: How Friendship Must Grow: 3/9/88

-Friendship: How to Be One’s Own Friend: 6/27/84
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Calendar  of  Events  November  -  December  2004

TSG Foundation - USA
Gita Saraydarian
PO Box 7068, Cave Creek, AZ 85327-7068 
email: info@tsgfoundation.org
Tel: 480-502-1909 / www.tsgfoundation.org
Fax: 480-502-0713

TSG (UK) LTD - Serving all of Europe
Catriona Nason (info@tsg-uk.org)
Albion Hse., 113 Station Rd., Hampton, Middlesex
TW12 2AL UK
Tel: (0)20-8979-8444 / www.tsg-uk.org
Fax: (0)20-8979-8473

Cave Creek Schedule: TSG Foundation Center

• Sunday, November 28th,  Sun in Sagittarius. Full
Moon lecture and meditation with Gita Saraydarian.
10:00 am to 11:00 am.

• Sunday, December 26th, Sun in Capricorn. Full
Moon lecture and meditation with Gita Saraydarian.
10:00 am to 11:00 am.

• TSU Classes: November 9, 16, 23, 30, December 7,
14. Fifth Year TSU Students. By Registration Only.

Christmas Candlelight Service and Communion:
Tuesday, December 21st, 7-8 pm, with Gita Saray-
darian. All Welcome.

Sedona Schedule: The Ageless Wisdom Group
Full Moon and lectures. For information call Damon Cati-
zone: 928-282-3242.  ageless-wisdom-group@earthlink.net

United Kingdom Schedule: TSG (UK) Ltd.
Meditation Courses in Edinburgh, Scotland: Contact John
Dumigan at 0131-228-9101. jd@tsg-uk.org

Denmark Schedule: TSG (DK)
Meditation Courses in Aarhus and Holstebro ongoing: For
schedule and for creating new groups in Denamrk, contact
Lasse Ljungholm at +45 30227316 or +45 86187316. ljung-
holm@stofanet.dk

Peru Schedule: TSG (PE)
Meditation and Full Moon Courses in Lima ongoing: Contact
Gladys Moran at gmoran@terra.com.pe



Celebration of Torkom’s Birthday
at TSG Foundation’s Center

You are cordially invited to join us as we celebrate the Sun in Scorpio and honor a great Teacher of the
Ageless Wisdom Teachings.

Every year on November 1st, we honor Torkom Saraydarian's birth, his dedication and service to the
body of the Teaching, and the establishment of TSG Publishing Foundation that serves to continue
Torkom's legacy.
This year, our celebration will begin on October 24th in Cave Creek, Arizona, in conjunction with the
Scorpio Full Moon celebration.

Date: October 24th, 2004
Time: 10 AM
Place: TSG Foundation Center

28641 N. 63rd Place
Cave Creek, AZ 85331

Schedule:
10 AM: Lecture and meditation with Gita Saraydarian.
11 AM: Celebration of Torkom's impact and work with several short presentations.
Potluck Lunch to follow. Please bring a dish to share.

Features:
· Photo exhibit of Torkom's life and times.
· Singing of selected songs composed by Torkom.
· We welcome any personal statements. If you have something to share regarding Torkom's im-
pact in your life, please let us know and we will be happy to include you in our presentations.

Your contributions are welcome and gratefully accepted.
Please bring a dish to share.
Everyone is invited to attend! Bring family and friends!

US and International celebrations to honor Torkom will also take place in:
·  Lima, Peru: Thursday, October 28.  gmoran@terra.com.pe
·  Los Angeles, California: Monday, November 1st.
·  London, England:  Sunday, November 7th. info@tsg-uk.org
·  Aarhus, Denmark: marianne@pionerlinjen.uk
·  Rio Negro, Argentina: Saturday, October 30th. rob@arnet.com.ar



In Celebration of Torkom's Continuing Legacy
Contribute to 

The Torkom Saraydarian Book Fund

November 1st marks the 87th anniversary of Torkom's Birthday. His life and contribution contin-
ue to be a precious gift to humanity. World events show how much humanity needs to learn the funda-
mentals of the Ageless Wisdom in order to practice tolerance, love, and transformation into Higher Val-
ues. 

Torkom's books, music, lectures, and study courses are being used and appreciated by people
all over the world. We ask for your financial gifts to help us keep Torkom's Legacy alive and bright.
Your generosity is truly appreciated.  

My Pledge:

One-time:$_____   Annually: $_____   Monthly tithe: $_____

Name:____________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________
City / State:____________________________ Country:_____________
Tel#:______________________________________________________
Email:_____________________________________________________

Method of Payment:
Check/US Money Order Visa Master Card AmEx Discover

Account #_____________________________________Expiration Date:_________________

Please send to
T.S.G. Publishing Foundation, Inc.
Attn: Book Fund
PO Box 7068 Cave Creek AZ 85327 USA
Tel: 480-502-1909 Fax: 480-502-0713

We are deeply grateful for your contributions. 
May your generosity bring you much abundance.

TSG Publishing Foundation, Inc. is a tax-exempt, non-profit organization (501-C-3)


